




What is
iGuard is a brand new way of thinking about your

investments. The result of many years’ research into

the personal financial needs of people like you, iGuard

is a seamless partnership of experts working together

to give you a new way to interact with your money and

your Financial Planner. iGuard offers a total financial

lifestyle solution, designed to suit you.



iGuard is the partnership of three leading financial institutions: Guardian Wealth Management which provides

advice and planning; Smart Investment Management (SIM) who are your expert discretionary investment

managers; and Praemium who provide the technology to make your financial planning easy, simple and portable.

Together the iGuard wealth management solution gives you a truly innovative and modern way to manage your

money at a fraction of the cost of traditional private banking.



Guardian has come a long way since its formation in 1994 as a provider of FSA financial advice in the UK. Today the

company spans three continents and its name is synonymous with quality global financial advice tailored for international

professionals.

Guardian’s Financial Planner’s take the time to really understand what you want to achieve with your money.  We

want to learn about the things you would like to do and experience in your life, and to help put together a solid plan

to help you make your dreams a reality.

How much do you need, and by when? Guardian’s Planner’s will help you identify your key personal financial

goals and undertake cash flow modelling so that you can see exactly what needs to happen for you to achieve

everything you want for you and your family.  This in-depth analysis will be the basis for the solution (or blend of

solutions) your Planner will select to help get you to where you want to be.

What happens when things change? Obviously, life happens.  Your financial needs will evolve,

you could move country, be promoted, grow your family.  Equally, nothing stands still in the financial world;

markets change, investments peak, new opportunities arise. Our Planner’s will meet with you regularly to

ensure that your plan remains appropriate and that you have access to the very best financial solutions

available at the time.



Understanding the psychology behind your investment

The first step to any financial plan is to carry out a thorough assessment

of your attitude to risk. We take into account your appetite for, and

willingness to tolerate, risk as well as assessing your financial needs

and resources. Once you and your Planner have agreed the risk

profile that is most appropriate for you, your results will be aligned

to one of our risk-rated model investment portfolios.

Looking after your portfolio

Your chosen iGuard portfolio is managed by a team of fully qualified

and experienced senior investment managers at Smart Investment

Management (SIM) based in London.  SIM provides world-class

discretionary investment services for iGuard using Praemium’s leading

investment administration platform which allows all of your

investments to be held in one place.

This makes it easy for SIM to manage your portfolio and for your

Planner to monitor your investments, ensuring they remain appropriate

to your needs.

With over 40 years’ experience, the SIM Investment team have a

proven track record in managing multi-asset risk-rated portfolios for

financial advisers and their clients.  iGuard has appointed  SIM to take

care of all aspects of your investment management, from strategic

asset allocation and investment fund selection through to continuous

ongoing management on your behalf.

By investing in the iGuard range of actively managed model portfolios

you will benefit from Guardian’s ‘pooling’ of client funds which provides

you with the benefits of full Discretionary Fund Management at a

fraction of the cost. More information on pooling can be found in our

FAQ section.



Guardian has requested SIM to provide a range of

model portfolios that are mapped to seven defined

risk profiles, including yours. The iGuard range of

portfolios are tailored to these risk profiles.

Key benefits of iGuard Portfolios:
• Expertise -  You will be able to access a team of

skilled investment professionals with a combined

experience of over 40 years in the investment

management market and a proven track record of

designing and delivering discretionary portfolios.

• Choice - You will have a choice of portfolios with

clearly defined risk-reward characteristics that allow

you and your Planner to select the appropriate one

to meet your investment needs.

• Reassurance - You can be confident that the

research, selection and ongoing monitoring and

management of the investments in your portfolio is

conducted on your behalf.  The only decision you

and your adviser need to make is which of our

portfolios is suitable for you.

• Protection - Your portfolio is managed on a day-

to-day basis by SIM, a regulated and authorised

investment management company.

• Communication - We will keep you fully informed

on the investments in your portfolio and how they

are performing.

• Clear & Competitive fees - We endeavour to keep

charges to a minimum and will focus on getting the

best prices  possible on the investments we select

for your portfolio.

Our investment approach
SIM’s investment approach is based on four key

principles:

• An agreed risk profile is the starting point for every

portfolio. SIM aims to deliver the best long term

returns for an agreed level of risk.  Your portfolio

will be managed with carefully designed risk controls

and volatility parameters.

• Diversification delivers smoother and less volatile

returns.  Your portfolio will offer exposure to a wide

range of asset classes which may include equities,

property, fixed interest, commodities and cash.

• Tactical asset allocation is essential to allow SIM

to maximise your returns or reduce risks by taking

advantage of short - to medium-term opportunities

as they arise.

• Independent fund selection allows SIM to harness

the skills of some of the best fund managers in the

market and incorporates funds with different

philosophies and styles.  SIM have a robust process

that aims to identify managers with the potential for

outperformance of a specific asset class or market.

The iGuard portfolio range:

• iGuard Growth Portfolios - A range of 7 risk-rated portfolios which

may be suitable if your primary objective is to grow your capital over

the medium to long term for a specific level of risk.

• iStar Portfolios -  A range of 3 structured product portfolios,  which

provide defined risk-return characteristics over an agreed investment

time frame.

You can find further information on each of the portfolios, the asset

allocation breakdowns, the underlying investments and their track record

from the individual portfolio factsheets.  To get further information on

how your portfolio will be managed and to understand how Praemium

will administer and safeguard your investments you should refer to the

the iGuard FAQs.



Cutting edge technology for people on the move

So, you have set your financial goals, understood

the approach to investing you are comfortable with

and identified the most appropriate iGuard Portfolio

to meet your requirements.  Now you need a way

to maintain contact with your money and your

Planner - contact that fits comfortably into your

busy life.

The final partner in your iGuard solution is Praemium.

Praemium is a leader in innovative wealth

management and portfolio technology, and iGuard

is pleased to offer investors the same cutting-edge

technology used by some of the world’s best known

financial institutions.

With iGuard you can access your investments from

anywhere in the world via your private and secure

login portal accessed using your own secure

keycode and username. Our security system is

based on the same structure as online banking and

provides the multiple layers of protection you would

expect from a company looking after your online

finances.

Not only are you able to have immediate, relevant

information at your fingertips, your Planner has a

management portal from where they can monitor

your account and maintain a close relationship with

you when you’re on the move. This allows them to

produce reports and make recommendations in a

timely, efficient and very simple manner.

iGuard has been developed over many years and provides the perfect partnership

for international professionals who have worked hard for their money and would

now like it to work hard for them.  Start your iGuard journey today and begin

making your dreams a reality.


